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Abstrakt
Tato práce se zabývá návrhem a realizací automatizovaného testovacího software pro
Superheat Controller firmy Honeywell. První část projektu zahrnuje stručný popis mik-
roprocesorových systémů a tepelných čerpadel. Další krátká kapitola se věnuje principům
testování. Pak následuje popis Superheat Controlleru firmy Honeywell. Po těchto kapi-
tolách je čtenář seznámen se strukturou software s podrobným popisem nejzajímavějších
částí. Na konci dokumentu je shrnutí toho, co bylo přesně dosaženo, a toho, co bylo v
plánu. Po tomto shrnutí může čtenář studovat téměř všechny Virtuální Nástroje vytvořené
v průběhu vývoje tohoto projektu.
Abstract
This work deals with the design and realization of an automated test software for the
Honeywell superheat controller. The first part of the project includes brief description
about embedded systems and heat pumps. Afterwards testing principles are covered in
a short chapter, followed by a description of the Honeywell superheat controller. After
these chapters actual software structure will be introduced to the reader- with a detailed
description of the most interesting parts. At the end of the document there will be a
summary what was achieved exactly, and what was the plan. After this summary, the
reader can study almost all the Virtual Instruments created during the development of
this project.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1. Introduction
1.1. What will we cover up in this document
The main aim of this thesis is to produce a test software for the Honeywell superheat
controller. Besides that, test techniques will be discussed here which are used in industry
for testing embedded systems. Before starting to describe things in detail, it is necessary
to take a small note: testing an embedded system can be divided into a few major parts.
For example we can test the hardware of that system, or the software itself. These two
”categories”are often walking side-by-side. The result of this thesis will be a test software
which will test the software used in this system. In some cases (test cases) however, partly
the hardware will be tested too- but we are assuming that the hardware is working fine,
because it was tested during the manufacture process. Next chapters will provide basic
knowledge about embedded systems, heat pumps, the Honeywell superheat controller
itself and the test techniques used in industry. After we cover up these things, our test
approach will be described.
1.2. Embedded systems
“Embedded system” is one of those terms that do not really say what exactly it is about.
It is a generic term for a broad range of systems covering, for example, cellular phones,
railway signal systems, hearing aids, and missile tracking systems. Nevertheless, all em-
bedded systems have a common feature in that they interact with the real physical world,
controlling some specific hardware. Figure 1.1 shows a generic layout, which is applicable
to virtually all embedded systems, pointing out the typical components of an embedded
system. [1]
Figure 1.1: Generic scheme of an embedded system [1]
An embedded system interacts with the real world, receiving signals through sensors
and sending output signals to actors that somehow manipulate the environment. The
environment of an embedded system, including the actors and sensors, is often referred to
as the plant. The embedded software of the system is stored in any kind of non-volatile
memory (NVM). Often this is ROM, but the software can also be in flash cards or on hard
disk or CD-ROM, and downloaded via a network or satellite. The embedded software is
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compiled for a particular target processor, the processing unit, which usually requires a
certain amount of RAM to operate. As the processing unit can only process digital signals
(ignoring analog computers for now) while the environment possibly deals with analog
signals, digital–analog conversions (two-way) take place. The processing unit handles all
input and output (I/O) of signals through a dedicated I/O layer. The embedded system
interacts with the plant and possibly other (embedded) systems through specific interfaces.
Embedded systems may draw power from a general source or have their own dedicated
power supply, such as from batteries.[1] [2]
1.3. Refrigeration and Heat Pumps
1.3.1. Basic refrigeration cycle
The main purpose of a refrigeration system is to remove heat energy from a low tempera-
ture medium, and transfer this heat energy to a higher temperature medium. In certain
cases, the primary use of the refrigeration equipment is to heat the high temperature
medium to a higher level. In this case, the refrigeration system is called a heat pump. A
heat pump extracts for example stored solar energy and converts it into heat. Four basic
steps are required to complete the refrigeration cycle:
1. Evaporation
A refrigerant in liquid form (low-pressure, low-temperature) is brought into contact
with the heat source, the medium to be cooled. The refrigerant, being at low pressure,
absorbs heat and boils, producing a low-pressure vapor at the saturation condition. The
heat exchanger used for this process is called the evaporator.
2. Compression
After evaporation, a compressor is used to raise the pressure of the refrigerant vapor.
If we increase the pressure of the refrigerant, its boiling point and condensing temperature
will rise too. Once the refrigerant has been sufficiently compressed, its boiling point will
be above the temperature of the heat sink.
3. Condensing
Now, the high-pressure refrigerant (gas) carries the heat energy absorbed at the
evaporator + the work energy applied by the compressor. The refrigerant is pumped
to a second heat exchanger called the condenser. Here, it gives off heat and this heat
is transferred to a medium having a lower temperature. Heat transfer medium can be
air or water, the only requirement being that the temperature is lower than that which
corresponds to the condensing pressure.
4. Expansion
Condensed liquid is returned to the beginning of the next cycle. Its pressure must
be reduced to prevent the high-pressure liquid from entering the low pressure evaporator,
and to reduce the boiling temperature of the refrigerant to below the temperature of the
heat source. A throttling device such as a valve, orifice plate or capillary is generally used
for this purpose.
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The whole refrigeration process is illustrated on picture 1.2:
Figure 1.2: Refrigeration process, pressure/enthalpy diagram [3]
1.3.2. Pressure - Enthalpy diagram
The previous picture (1.2) contains one additional thing which was not described yet-
that is the Pressure - Enthalpy diagram.
The characteristics of a refrigerant can be illustrated in a diagram. For refrigeration
systems the primary properties are normally chosen as energy content and pressure.
Energy content is represented by the thermodynamic property of specified enthalpy- quan-
tifying the change in energy content per mass unit of the refrigerant as it undergoes pro-
cesses in a refrigeration system. An example of a diagram based on specific enthalpy and
pressure can be seen below on picture 1.3:
Figure 1.3: Pressure-Enthalpy diagram [3]
The diagram is arranged so that it displays the liquid, vapor and mixture regions
for the refrigerant. The idea of using a refrigerant diagram is that it makes it possible
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to represent the processes in the refrigeration system in such a way that analysis and
evaluation of the process becomes easy. Diagrams are still used as the main tool for
analysis of refrigeration processes. However, a number of PC programs that can perform
the same analysis faster and with more details have become generally available. [3]
1.3.3. Heat Pump types
There are four types of heat pumps:
• Air/air heat pumps
• Air/water heat pumps
• Brine/water heat pumps
• Exhaust air heat pumps
An air/air heat pump collects heat from the outdoor air in the same way that a fridge
extracts heat from its inside. It converts the energy harvested from outside to warm air.
Does not works always at lower temperatures and can not produce hot water. This type
of heat pump should be used as a secondary heating device. Air to water heat pump
converts energy in the outdoor air into heating for a water based heating system, and also
can be used at lower outdoor temperatures (around -20 ◦C). This type can be used as a
primary heating device in our home. Brine to water heat pump collects energy from
the ground or ground water by circulating brine 1 fluid in a loop in the ground. The heat
is then transferred to a water-based system. This type of heat pump is more efficient than
the previous type.
Heat pumps have some impact on the environment as they need electricity to run, but
the heat they extract from the ground, air, or water is constantly being renewed naturally.
1Brine is a mixture that cannot freeze, for example water together with alcohol or glycol.
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2. Testing embedded software
2.1. Reasons for testing
We can think about that question very long and wonder how to answer it. Almost every-
one of us would give a different answer or opinion for that question. Some of the reasons
why we are doing tests on embedded systems (regardless of which part do we test) are :
-Because someone makes us test
-Want to find bugs in program so they can be removed
-Want to test the hypothesis that there are no (important) bugs
-. . .
. . .and of course, for every company the most important thing is to satisfy the Customers:
-Happy Customers
Ultimately, customers do not want a failure. It will not matter whether the product fails
due to design, to manufacturing, or to an unanticipated use of the product. Happy custo-
mers are ones whose product experiences are not complicated by failures or unpredictable
performance, anomalies, and the hassle of returning the product. [4]
2.2. Tests in development cycle
Different phases of development cycle:
• Unit test - development
• Subsystem test - software module integration
• System test - system integration
• Acceptance test - product shipment
• Beta test - selected customer use of system
2.3. Test types
• Exploratory testing - guided by experience
• White box testing - guided by software structure
• Black box testing - guided by functional specifications
Exploratory testing seeks to find out how the software actually works, and to ask
questions about how it will handle difficult and easy cases. The quality of the testing is
dependent on the tester’s skill of inventing test cases and finding defects. The more the
tester knows about the product and different test methods, the better the testing will be.
[5]
In white-box testing an internal perspective of the system, as well as programming
skills, are used to design test cases. The tester chooses inputs to exercise paths through
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the code and determine the appropriate outputs. This is analogous to testing nodes in a
circuit, e.g. in-circuit testing (ICT). [6]
Black-box testing is a method of software testing that examines the functionality of an
application (e.g. what the software does) without peering into its internal structures or
workings. This method of test can be applied to virtually every level of software testing:
unit, integration, system and acceptance. It typically comprises most if not all higher level
testing, but can also dominate unit testing as well. [7]
7
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3. The Honeywell superheat
controller
3.1. Brief description
The new Honeywell SHC Superheat Controller uses adaptive, knowledge-based techno-
logy to control heat pumps and refrigerating plants. This intelligent system offers clear
benefits, particularly in terms of the dynamic mode of operation of plant. Excellent Co-
efficient of Performance (COP) means double-digit savings and maximum precision. The
SHC continually adapts and improves its performance to achieve these objectives. The
SHC Superheat Controller achieves optimal precision control of electronic expansion valves
right from the start, while the integrated control algorithm takes into account previously
stored data and saves it. Refrigerating plants and heat pumps reach their optimal ope-
rating point much faster. These benefits come with smoother operation, longer service
life, extensive monitoring functions and a reduction in testing / commissioning costs.
The result is an intelligent and comprehensive solution which considerably reduces costs,
amortizes quickly, and greatly simplifies processes. [8]
Figure 3.1: Honeywell SHC controller [8]
To use this superheat controller, we have to connect to it one pressure sensor, one
temperature sensor and at last an electronic expansion valve (EEV). An example location
of the sensors is illustrated on picture 3.2:
8
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Figure 3.2: Default sensor locations [8]
We can observe that in this configuration the controller measures the temperature &
pressure on the suction line (before the compressor). Using these measurements, imple-
mented firmware calculates the superheat and controls the EEV. We can consider this
EEV from the controller side as a bipolar stepper motor. This means that the SHC con-
troller contains an integrated driver to control this actuator. Of course, we can put our
sensors in different locations in the loop. Company documentation [9] contains a table
about possible sensor locations, but we have to inform the controller where we put our
sensors- we can do this during configuration.
SHC terminals: On the following picture (3.3) we can see how the terminals are si-
tuated on the SHC controller:
Figure 3.3: Terminal layout and location on controller [9]
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Terminal description:
Term. no. Name Description
1 G (+) pole of the voltage supply: 24V AC/DC
2 G0 (-) pole of the voltage supply: 24V AC/DC
3 BAT backup power supply (battery)
4 EARTH earth connection
5 OUT2B output for stepper motor
6 OUT2A output for stepper motor
7 OUT1B output for stepper motor
8 OUT1A output for stepper motor
9 A RS485 interface
10 B RS485 interface
11 GNDx isolated ground connection for the RS485 communication
12 C4 relay no.4 - change-over contact
13 NO4 relay no.4 - normally-opened contact
14 NC4 relay no.4 - normally-closed contact
15 C1 relay no.1 - change-over contact
16 NO1 relay no.1 - normally-opened contact
17 C2 relay no.2 - change-over contact
18 NO2 relay no.2 - normally-opened contact
19 C3 relay no.3 - change-over contact
20 NO3 relay no.3 - normally-opened contact
21 T1 analog input1 for temp. sensor (NTC10K, NTC20K, Pt1000)
22 GND ground connection for analog input 1&2
23 T2 analog input2 for temp. sensor (NTC10K, NTC20K, Pt1000)
24 U1 analog input3 -universal (NTCxx, 0. .10V, 0.5. .4.5V ratiometric
25 GND ground connection for universal input 1&2
26 V5/15 voltage supply for sensors (universal inputs)
27 U2 analog input2 -universal (NTCxx, 0. .10V, 0.5. .4.5V ratiometric
28 R2 current/voltage input 2 (0.5. .4.5V, 0. .10V, 4. .20mA)
29 GND ground connection for current/voltage input 2
30 V5/15 voltage supply for sensors (I/U inputs)
31 GND ground connection for current/voltage input 1
32 R1 current/voltage input 1 (0.5. .4.5V, 0. .10V, 4. .20mA)
33 AO analog output 1 (0.10V)
34 GND ground connection for analog output 1
35 GND ground connection for digital input 1,2,3
36 D3 digital input 3
37 D2 digital input 2
38 D1 digital input 1
39 GND ground connection for digital input 1,2,3
Table 3.1: Terminal assignments [9]
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4. Selected test approach and
testing tools
We can find various tools on the market for testing our embedded software, but we
have to choose only one of them - and that very carefully. The SHC controller will be
tested almost as a black-box, however in some places the white-box testing approach will
be used too. During testing we will not see how the implemented algorithm works inside
the micro-controller, but how it ”communicates”with its environment. This means that
we will use the RS485 interface (implementing Modbus) to modify the SHC configuration
(e.g. some of the parameters) during the tests, and simulate pressures & temperatures on
its input with observing the outputs during that process. Because the SHC implements
an adaptive algorithm, we can not tell in every case what should be the exact reaction of
the controller. This means only one thing: we have to log the variables from the controller.
At last we have to answer the big question - what will be exactly tested on this system?
At this state, that is a very easy task: there are predefined test cases from Honeywell, so
we will follow them. During the implementation of every test case some modification will
be necessary, because these test cases were made for manual testing.
Considering every requirement and fact that we have at our disposal, as a testing tool
the LabView software package was chosen because of the following things:
• The heat pump laboratory in Honeywell has its control software realized in LabView
• Additional software tools in the lab are also made with LabView
• LabView is very flexible, we can easily realize automated tests- not to mention the ease
of the data acquisition
• Honeywell already had a license for LabView, and of course i did work with LabView
before.
Hardware configuration:
As a measurement equipment and simulation the following units are used:
• NI-USB6009: Simple data acquisition unit from National Instruments
• 24VDC Industrial power supply from Traco power
• Meatest M-602A Resistance Decade
• Agilent digital oscilloscope (MSO6032A)
• Burster digistant 4422 universal callibrator
• RS485/USB converter from Papouch
• Simple switch board assembled of relays (will be replaced in the future)
11
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Figure 4.1: Hardware configuration
On the SHC inputs with these equipments we are able to simulate the required pressu-
res and temperatures. The actual equipment used at a time, is depending on the test case
and SHC configuration. Switching of the required equipment to the selected SHC input
will be done with the relay switchboard. For now, unfortunately, this relay board is very
limited. It contains only 8 relays which means that we can not connect the equipments
in all the configuration what is needed for testing. Fortunately, this hardware set-up is
enough for developing the main functionalities in the software.
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5. Test Software Architecture
In this chapter the major parts of the test software will be discussed
5.1. Simplified flow chart, brief explanation
Figure 5.1: Main program flow
The simplified flow-chart illustrates, which steps are done exactly in the test software
before actually testing.
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5.1.1. Processing the configuration files
Firmware dependent files
Because the state machine should be as universal as possible, almost nothing should be
”hard-coded”in the program. For example a given hardware can have different firmwares,
with different sets of parameters. . .etc. In our case that is true too. The SHC controller
comes in different versions. Every version has it’s own set of data. For every firmware
the programmers are generating configuration files and text files which are containing the
necessary information to allow testing these products (or just to allow communication
with them).
In this case, the following files are available to the test software for processing:
Figure 5.2: Location of
these files in the project
• ”export”file (.ini or .txt) - contains
required info for the RS458 com-
munication
• ”section info”(.ini) - contains infor-
mation about variables in the SHC
firmware
• ”types”(.ini) - used with the previous
file gives the ”whole picture”about
the variables
• ”varDescription”(.ini) - this is a hand-
-made file, for the testing is ne-
cessary. Contains for example the
maximum value for a given para-
meter, the minimum value. . .etc
On the following page these files are illustrated (for better understanding).
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Firmware dependent files example:
Figure 5.3: small snippet from the ”export”file
The previous figure 5.3 illustrates how the export.ini file looks like. It contains for
example the name, type code, offset. . .etc of every variable. These informations are requi-
red for the serial communication. The following 2 figures (5.4, 5.5) are illustrating a more
advanced description of the variables - with this additional information for example one
can ”decode”the value of an enumerative type to a user friendly string- which can be
more informative during the tests & evaluation.
Figure 5.4: types.ini
snippet
Figure 5.5:
sections info.ini snip-
pet
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As for the last firmware dependent file, there is the VariableDescription file 5.6:
Figure 5.6: VarDescr.ini snippet
At first sight this file looks nice: well aligned columns, well defined structure. However,
parsing this file to a usable format is not an easy task. Fortunately, with LabView it
can be done without a problem- one just have to prepare the processing VI for typing
mistakes and so on because this file is hand-made. From this file the following important
informations are used:
• Variable name
• Multiplier/Divisor
• Invalid value
• Parameter name
• Min. value
• Max. value
• Type
After processing (parsing) these files, the LabView ”equivalent”looks like as follows:
16
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Figure 5.7: The 4 SHC firmware dependent file in a usable format
Additional configuration files:
Of course, this is not the end. Additional configuration files are needed for the project. A
list of all additional .ini files used (for now) in the project:
• MainConfig.ini - contains the hardware configuration. Serial port names, baud rates,
time-outs and so on.
• ReadLoop.ini - contains a variable set. This variable set will be passed to the read loop
in the software.
• TCxx.ini (TC37.ini on the figure 5.8) - almost every test case will have its own configu-
ration file. Before executing the given test case, the SHC controller will be configured
to a default setting. This file contains the initial configuration for the adequate test
case.
These config files and locations in the project are illustrated on the following figure
5.8:
17
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Figure 5.8: 3 Additional .ini files
Figure 5.9: LabView clusters and arrays filled with data from the configuration files
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5.1.2. Initialization of Program flow and Variable logging
Variable logging and the logging of the program flow (errors and specific actions) is ne-
cessary when executing a complex test software. Every software has it’s own bugs, or
error states. Logging every communication ”fail”for example helps the user or test engi-
neer to find the cause of the problem. Variable logging helps to solve re-evaluation of test
reports in the future, or just supplies additional information to the test engineer which
information can be unnecessary in the test report itself.
During initialization the log files are opened (or created), after opening (or creation)
the reference of these files are stored in a shift register (one shift register for each file). The
VI’s for the logging are realized as a functional global variables. Because of the principle
used, every time something is logged, the file is opened and closed afterwards. (When
logging too fast, this can cause problems of course because of the big overhead. For now
this principle was not an issue).
Log File example outputs:
Figure 5.10: Program flow logging output (ProgFlowLog.txt)
Figure 5.11: Variable logging output (VarLog.txt)
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5.1.3. Report Generation
For generating MS Excel report, LabView contains a toolkit called ”NI report generation
toolkit”. Once the adequate VI (express VI) is placed on the block diagram, after a few
minutes of configuration the user can generate reports. For the MS Excel report, there is
a need of a template. This template has to be finished before the report generation VI
is placed to the block diagram. LabView then automatically reads the named cells from
excel, and allows the updating of these parts in the output report. This project uses for
now a very simple template, which has the following named cells:
• Date- Test date and time is saved into this cell
• Engineer- The name of the engineer. (Has to be updated manually on the front panel
before starting the test)
• Comment- Test engineer can also place a comment to the actual test case
• Result- This field is containing the overall test result (PASS/FAILED)
• Steps- Steps executed with partial results (2D string array from labview)
• Data- Recorded variables and values (2D string array from labview)
The following figure (5.12) illustrates a possible report output (not every field is filled
with results):
Figure 5.12: Test report example
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5.2. VI’s created for this project
VI icon VI name Functionality
BuildLUT.vi
This VI generates a
Look-UP table for Enume-
rative types of the SHC
controller
BursterHoldVisa.vi
Functional Global Variable-
holds the visa reference of
the Burster calibrator
Burster InitVisa.vi
Opens the VISA and sets
Baud Rate and TimeOut
values
ChechHeader.vi
Checks 2D array header for
variable names. If there is a
new variable, adds new co-
lumn(s) to the array. Also
returns the column index
for every variable
ClusterInvisible.vi
During QSM start-up sets
every indicator in the pa-
rameter value monitoring
array to invisible state.
DiscoverNIUSB.vi
Reads connected NI device
names. If the DAQ unit
specified in the HW config
file is not present, raises an
error.
ExtractNamesValues.vi
Extracts names and va-
lues from the input cluster
array. Values are converted
to strings. (output:2 string
array)
FindVarInArray.vi
Looks for a specified Va-
riable in the variable de-
scription array. Outputs the
details of this variable. If
not found, updates the error
cluster with a true constant
Table 5.1: VI list
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VI icon VI name Functionality
HoldLUT.vi
FGV- Holds the Look-Up
table in a shift register.
INI FoundError.vi
Takes a boolean value as
an input. If set (.ini file
not found): generates error
and updates adequately the
source string in the error
cluster.
Init2Darray.vi
At first start-up of the ”Re-
portData.vi”generates a 2D
string array and builds-up
the header with the varia-
ble names (used for report
generation afterwards)
LockSemaphore.vi
Locks (acquire) or Un-
locks (release) (depends
on the action input) the
SHC Semaphore. Adequate
global variables are also
set/cleared. This sema-
phore operation allows
special operations on SHC
VISA.
LOG Write ProgFlow.vi
FGV - used for log file wri-
ting.
LOG Write Variable.vi
FGV - used for log file wri-
ting.
MonitoringUpdate.vi
Updates the Monitoring
Cluster Array on the front
panel.
NI USBAcq.vi
Contains a timed loop. In
every 1000ms (can be chan-
ged) samples the selected
analog inputs of the DAQ
unit
Table 5.2: VI list
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VI icon VI name Functionality
NIDAQSampleAndAverage.vi
Reads ONE analog chan-
nel on DAQ. (number of
samples can be changed in
program- not from a con-
fig file). Averaging is also
done, because of the un-
stable acquired value.
ParseToTypedef.vi
Converts a comma delimi-
ted string to a Type-Defi-
nition (every value is con-
verted to the adequate type-
types are determined from
the Type-Definition cont-
rols)
RDeacade InitVISA.vi
Opens the VISA and sets
Baud Rate and TimeOut
values
RDecade HoldVisa.vi
Functional Global Variable-
holds the visa reference of
the Resistance Decade
ReadAllIni.vi
Groups a set of VI’s for .ini
file readings. Also builds-up
the required file paths for
subVI’s.
ReadEnumNStructInfo.vi
Reads information about
Enumerative and Struct ty-
pes of the SHC controller
from an .ini file. Different
SHC firmware comes with a
different .ini file.
ReadHWConfig.vi
Reads the Hardware con-
figuration file and updates
the HW config Type-De-
finition. This typedef will
contain all the information
about the connected hard-
ware.
ReadSectionInfo.vi
Reads the configuration file
about the ”section info”.
This additional information
helps to process a se-
cond configuration file. (de-
tails are not necessary here
about that file)
Table 5.3: VI list
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VI icon VI name Functionality
ReadVarDescr.vi
Reads the SHC variable de-
scription text file. The text
file is hand-made (not gene-
rated). This VI has to be
able to ignore some typing
mistakes. (additional info
about that can be found in
the VI itself)
ReadVarDescrpExt.vi
Extends the variable de-
scription with the data
acquired from the ”export
file”. Export file is contai-
ning required information
for the RS485 communi-
cation (information for
packet assembly).
ReportData.vi
Functional Global Variable.
This VI holds part of the
information, which will be
written into the Excel re-
port. 2D string array is held
by a shift register.
ReturnTimeStamp.vi
Returns a Time stamp
string. (required for varia-
ble logging)
SHC ACQ.vi
The most complex VI in
this program, it handles
the communication with the
SHC controller. Semaphore
is used to control the access
to the VISA.
SHC BuildFrame.vi
Builds up packets for the
RS485 communication.
SHC CRC.vi
Calculates a CRC value for
the generated packet.
SHC Data.vi
Functional Global Variable
- holds the most recent va-
lues of the selected varia-
bles.
Table 5.4: VI list
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VI icon VI name Functionality
SHC DecodeDecide.vi
Checks the message comple-
teness, and CRC too.
SHC DecodeMessage.vi
Converts the read message
into useful information
(strips down unnecessary
parts of the message)
SHC Error.vi
During read operation (and
on write operations too) if
error happens, builds up a
string where this error hap-
pened. (Which parameter
was exactly read at that mo-
ment)
SHC Info Reading.vi
Functional Global Variable
- Holds the variable proper-
ties, which were intended
for reading. (Used mostly in
the parallel read loop)
SHC InitVISA.vi
Opens the VISA and sets
Baud Rate and TimeOut
values
SHC Read Ini.vi
Reads a list of variable na-
mes. These variables will be
read by the parallel reading
loop continuously. (If empty
list, the semaphore will be
locked forever in the com-
munication loop. VISA re-
sources will not be initiali-
zed)
SHCQueryVersion.vi
Before communication loop
starts, this VI queries the
SHC version.
xruhasMain.vi -this is the MAIN program-
Table 5.5: VI list
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6. Summary & Discussion
Developing a test software is not an easy task, however, when someone thinks it over
before starting anything it could be an interesting thing to accomplish. At the beginning I
was still learning LabView - how to use it, design techniques, how to develop faster, . . .etc.
Studying everything what was needed to start developing the main core of the test ma-
chine amongst other stuff took me a while. Fortunately, already finished (and debugged)
LabView programs were at my disposal. An example program (made by professionals) is
the best way how to learn programming. One can not learn everything just from books
- studying an example and understanding it is really helpful. For the previous semester
almost everything was finished to that state, that a test case could have been implemen-
ted. However, before I could implement fully functional test cases in the state machine,
I realized that the chosen ”design-pattern”was not suitable to finish the whole test soft-
ware. For example the state machine itself had lower priority, the test step assembler was
getting more complex every day. This meant a very big time delay in the development
cycle. After a bigger break (working on different projects in Honeywell) I returned to
my old VI’s. Everything was pretty messy, almost nothing was documented. This means
that I had 2 choices: to continue my first software and struggle with it, or to start over
everything and have a slightly big delay. I took the second choice- and this was the right
one. After starting over, taking 3 - 4 weeks of development I accomplished a more stable
program structure, codes are now documented, report generation is also working now. The
”test step assembler”is replaced with an Excel template which means more user-friendly
test step generation. For now it is almost just an excel file, but macros will be added
for better flexibility. Unfortunately there is no finished test case for demonstration, but
the Queues State Machine is fully tested (with pre-defined array of states as an input),
data logging is working, report can be generated (a very basic one). After starting over
the whole project, the communication with the superheat controller was also upgraded.
Everything was moved to a parallel process and a semaphore is added for more flexibility.
In this document the VI functionalities are not discussed in detail, but if anyone would
like to study them- they can be found in the attachements at the end of this document.
A small summary
Finished functionalities:
-processing all firmware dependent configuration file
-serial communication over RS485 with SHC controller
-parallel data acquisition
-data logging (.txt file)
-program flow logging (.txt file)
-report generation (MS Excel)
Not Finished functionalities:
-the most complex VI is still missing, which will evaluate the measured values of the
variables. (conditional testing)
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Afterword : I would like to apologize because of the poor quality of this documen-
tation. Everything was done in a hurry, I am happy that it is ”as is”for now. Anyway, for
Honeywell this documentation will be extended in the future.
S.Ruhás
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7. Glossary
GUI Graphical User Interface
TSA Test Step Assembler
SM State Machine
QSM Queued State Machine
SHC Superheat controller
ICT In-circuit testing
SW Software
NVM Non-Volatile memory
ROM Read-Only memory
RAM Random Access memory
VI Virtual Instrument
TD Type-Definition in LabView
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8. List of attachments
Attachement1: Block diagrams of the created Virtual Instruments in LabView
Contents of the supplied CD:
• Masters thesis- Honeywell heatpump controller automated test (.pdf)
• Masters thesis- Honeywell heatpump controller automated test
LaTeX
• LabView source codes (New version-everything in project)
• LabView source codes (Old version-everything in project)
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